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The Authoriti Permission Code smart PIN 
Authoriti eliminates friction and fraud with a new approach that personalizes and simplifies transaction 
authorization. Permission Code smart PINs allow customers to easily and securely originate trusted 
transaction instructions. Permission Codes are embedded with specific transaction details such as "who, 
what, when, and where.”  The dynamic PINs are encrypted and digitally signed, instilling confidence and 
enabling businesses to authenticate the customer and execute the transaction upon receipt. Authoriti’s 
technology simplifies transactions such as moving money, telephone traffic, sharing information, or 
accessing digital and physical locations. 
 
The Problem 
Today’s complex and annoying challenge/response security model hasn’t evolved much since someone 
first shouted “Halt, who goes there?” Passwords are too simple or easily hacked from centralized 
databases; answers to personal challenge questions are available on social media; One-time PINs are 
being intercepted and redirected. This “one size fits none” model has been stretched to address new 
types of cybercrime, but it brings friction to the customer experience and has not proven effective at 
reducing fraud.  It’s a classic catch-22: If you go too light on risk management, fraud skyrockets; if you 
assume too much control, you alienate your customer and may be assuming new, previously unforeseen 
liabilities. In short, by trying to protect the customer, we’ve broken the customer experience. 
 
The Solution 
Authoriti has flipped the model from server-side, institutional control of data to a more personalized, 
customer controlled digital experience. Customers originate and authorize transactions on their own 
devices. This approach offers three benefits: 1) the customer gets a better experience, 2) the business 
retains a happy customer at a lower cost, and 3) all with improved security.  Using the customer’s device 
removes the central information database, decentralizing risk and simplifying infrastructure. Further, 
giving real control to customers creates flexibility for new services, including delegated transaction 
authorization. Authoriti focuses on what customers want to do – not just who they are. 
 
Technology Insights 
• The Authoriti app can operate parallel with or be integrated into a company’s technology platform. 
• The app stores a digital wallet and a PKI private key on the customer’s device, enabling them to 

originate and digitally sign Permission Code smart PINs anytime, anywhere. 
• Permission Codes are dynamic, changing with each transaction. The self-contained instructions are 

embedded with customer identity and transaction detail before leaving the device. 
• Upon receipt of a Permission Code smart PIN, the business makes a simple portal or RESTful call to 

Authoriti’s cloud service for validation, providing ease, scale and resiliency. 
• Generating smart PINs on the customer's device removes the need for a vulnerable central 

database, diversifying risk.  This eliminates expensive/complex back office processes.



 
 
 

The Authoriti Permission Code Platform - Use Case Scenarios: 

 
 

Direct Authorization Transaction Sequence 

 
 

Delegated Authorization Transaction Sequence 
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